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Abstrat. Charge Coupled Devie (CCD) is suh an invention that has revolutionized si-

ene in general and astronomy in partiular. This remarkable invention won Nobel prize for

W.S. Boyle and G.E. Smith in year 2009. It is beause of this sienti�ally very important

invention that Hubble Spae Telesope is equipped with several Cameras for di�erent pur-

poses. One example being the Wide Field Planetary Camera, whih was upgraded to its third

version. Nowadays CCDs have ompletely replaed Photomultiplier tubes for photometri

observations beause CCDs are more e�ient in terms of their quantum e�ieny, having

low detetor noise and less dark urrent. In this paper a broad overview of CCDs used in

the stellar photometry is presented.
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Çàðÿäîâî-ñâúðçàí äåòåêòîðè (ÑÑD)

â àñòðîíîìè÷åñêàòà �îòîìåòðèÿ

Àÿç Àõìàä, Ìàíçóð À.Ìàëèê, Àáäóë Âàõèä

Çàðÿäîâî-ñâúðçàíèèÿò äåòåêòîð (ÑÑD) å ïðèäîáèâêà, êîÿòî ðåâîëþöèîíèçèðà öÿëàòà

íàóêà è â ÷àñòíîñò - àñòðîíîìèÿòà. Çà òîâà çàáåëåæèòåëíî èçîáðàòàíèå Íîáåëåâèÿò

êîìèòåò íàãðàäè Áîéë è Ñìèò çà 2009 ã. Ïðè÷èíàòà çà îñîáåíàòà öåííîñò íà CCD-

êàìåðàòà å, ÷å Êîñìè÷åñêèÿò òåëåñêîï "Õúáúë" áå åêèïèðàí ñ íÿêîëêî CCD êàìåðè ñ

ðàçëè÷íè ïðèëîæåíèÿ. Ïðèìåð å Ïëàíåòàðíàòà êàìåðà ñ øèðîêî ïîëå, êîÿòî áå ïîäîáðÿ-

âàíà äî íåéíà òðåòà âåðñèÿ. Äíåñ CCD êàìåðèòå èçöÿëî èçìåñòâàò �îòîåëåêòðè÷íèòå

äåòåêòîðè, îáëàäàâàéêè ïî-âèñîêà å�åêòèâíîñò â ñìèñúë íà âèñîê êâàíòîâ äîáèâ, íèñúê

øóì è íèñúê òúìíîâè òîê. Â òÿçè ñòàòèÿ å ïðåäñòàâåí øèðîê îáçîð íà CCD, èçïîëçâàíè

â çâåçäíàòà �îòîìåòðèÿ

1 Introdution

DDetetors are used to study radiation. The light detetor is a sensing devie

that generates a signal when exposed to a pattern of light. The assistane

provided by a telesope onsists in olleting the light over a large area and in

onentrating it at muh higher level of irradiane on the detetor (Streken &

Manfroid 1992).

The front line detetors for almost all astronomers are their eyes. It is now

rarely used for primary detetion, although there are still a few appliations

in whih it performs omparably with other detetion systems for example

very lose double star work and planetary observations (Kithen 1984). Ama-

teurs use their eyes to make observations of the brightness of variable stars by

omparing the brightness of the variable star to the brightness of omparison

stars of known magnitude. The eye an make useful, but limited, photometri

measurements in this way (Ramanishin 2002).
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The �rst tehnologial advane in astronomial detetors was the photo-

graphi emulsion. A photographi �lm, or plate, however, integrates the e�et

of the inident light and therefore given su�iently long exposure, it an make

images of fainter soures also visible. The photographi �lm, however has sev-

eral de�ienies. Its detetion e�ieny is also low like that of human eye ∼

2%. It is also not suitable for studying rapid brightness variations say on time

sale of a minute or less (Swamy, 1996).

All stellar photometers inorporate a sensitive detetor in order to provide

a measurable signal. This detetor is usually a photomultiplier tube (PMT).

A PMT works on the priniple of photoeletri e�et and its ability to de-

tet single photons make it partiularly useful in low-light level astronomial

appliations (Wolpert, 1984).

The photomultiplier has been mostly replaed by the harge oupled de-

vie (CCD). The harge-oupled devie is widely used in Optial and X-ray

astronomy. They have many advantages over other detetors, espeially their

quantum e�ieny is high nearly 80% (Mlean, 1997). CCDs are apable of

giving astronomers data of the highest quality. The nature of the CCD allows

its ready use for both photometry, that is brightness measurements and as-

trometry, that is positional measurements, and morphologial studies, that is

hanges in the image struture suh as the rotation and hanges of a passing

omet.

In this paper the broad overview of Charge ouple devie used in the pho-

tometry of stellar objets is presented in detail.

2 Priniple of operation of a CCD

Basially a CCD is a thin silion wafer a few to 10 mm on eah side. The

hip onsists of a large number of small regions, eah of whih makes a piture

element alled a pixel (Howell, 2000). When a photon is absorbed in silion

an eletron hole pair is reated. In a CCD eletrodes reate potential wells

in the silion that ollet these eletrons. The surfae of the CCD is overed

with eletrodes biased so that the eletrons preferentially di�use toward the

eletrodes with the highest applied potential. The holes di�use away into the

bulk of the silion and are e�etively lost (Whyte MBreen & Metalfe; 1987).

The pixels in CCD imaging devies are arranged in a retangular (usually

square) matrix ontaining in the end of the 20th entury up to 8192 pixels on

a side. Thus a CCD ontains tens of millions of pixels, eah about 15 to 30µm
aross (East, 1991).

The detetion mehanism of a CCD is the prodution of eletron-hole pair

(Parimuha & Vanko, 2005). The CCD struture begins with a wafer of P-type

silion. A thin insulating layer of silion dioxide is thermally grown on the wafer

surfae. A thin metal �lm is then evaporated on the insulator in a pattern to

form a small MOS (Metal Oxide Semiondutor) apaitor. Charge injetion

is done through the photoeletri e�et. When a photon penetrates into the

silion, it transmits its energy to the atoms of the rystal and breaks the bonds

by produing eletron-hole pairs. This pair is separated by the applied eletri

�eld and the minority-arrier (eletron) is attrated towards the Si-SiO2 inter-

fae. The ability to make adjoining MOS apaitor voltage ells ommuniate

is the basis of the harge-transfer mehanism. The harge is eventually mea-
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sured at the output of the CCD by onverting it into a voltage (Kithen 1995;

Mlean 1997 & Srinivasan 1995).

The simplest and very understandable analogy for the operation of a CCD

is devised by Kristian and Blouke (Janesik & Blouke, 1987; Kristian & Blouke,

1982). This is the �water buket� idea in whih bukets represent pixels on the

CCD array, and a rainstorm provides the inoming photons (rain drops). Imag-

ine a �eld overed with bukets aligned neatly in rows and olumns throughout

the entirely of the area. After the rainstorm (CCD integration), eah buket is

transferred in turn and metered to determine the amount of water olleted. A

written reord (�nal CCD image) of the amount of water in eah buket will

thus provide a two-dimensional reord of the rainfall within the �eld (Howell,

2000).

Referring to the atual mehanism at work within a CCD, the inoming

photons strike the silion within a pixel and are easily absorbed if they possess

the orret wavelength (energy). Silion has a band gap energy of 1.1 eletron

volts (eV), and so it easily absorbs light of energy 1.1 to 4 eV (11,000 to 3,00 A).

Photon absorption auses the silion to give up a valene eletron and move it

into the ondution band. Photons of energy 1.1 eV to near 4 or so ev generate

single eletron-hole pairs, where those of higher energy produe multiple pairs.

Left to themselves these ondution band eletrons would reombine bak into

the valene level within approximately 100 miroseonds. Silion has a useful

photoeletri e�et range of 1.1 to about 10 ev, whih overs the near-IR to soft

X-ray region (Reike, 1994). Above and below these limits, the CCD material

appears transparent to the inoming photons.

One eletrons have been freed to the ondution band of the silion, they

must be olleted and held in plae until readout ours (Janesik & Elliott,

1992; Eles, Sim & Tritton 1983). Eah pixel of CCD has a struture on-

duive to allowing applied voltages to be plaed on sub-pixel sized eletrodes

alled gates. These gate strutures provide eah pixel with the ability to ol-

let the freed eletrons and hold them in a potential well until the end of the

exposure (Walker 1987). A matrix arrangement of oxide and gate strutures

an be fabriated so that many thousands of potential wells are established

aross a large area of silion. This gate struture an be arranged with multi-

ple phases so that potential wells an be propagated through a silion sheet.

The appliation of an appropriate sequene of potentials auses the potential

well to propagate from left to right. Any harge whih has been olleted, no

matter what the soure, is arried along in the well. The separation of individ-

ual harge pakets is maintained during this proess and no mixing between

wells ours. Charge pakets an be transferred thousands of times without

signi�ant loss of harge.

It is possible to extend the one dimensional harge onept to two dimen-

sional CCD imager. The devie is omposed of an array of potential wells

arranged in olumns. Along the olumns, the harge is ontained in individual

photo sites by potentials that are applied to a multiphase gate struture. This

means, it is possible to support a two-dimensional array of independent po-

tential wells. The 2D CCD imager has 262,144 independent sites, eah apable

of storing photon-indued eletroni harge. In the illustration eah element

of the array is square, with 20µm on a side. This 2-D array of potential well
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is alled the parallel register (Dereniak & Crowe 1984, Mlean 1997 Denton,

Lewis, Sims 1983).

An image that is foused on the parallel register produes a pattern of

harge in proportion to the total integrated �ux inident on eah photo-site.

The CCD array an integrate and ollet harge over a presribed period of

time with the total harge olleted at a photo-site being proportional to the

produt of �ux level and the integration time. The serial register is itself a

one-dimensional CCD and plays an important role during CCD readout. The

CCD readout sequene, after an exposure, a programmed sequene of hanging

gate potentials auses all harge pakets stored in the parallel register to be

shifted in parallel one row towards the serial register. One in the serial register,

harge pakets are individually shifted toward the output ampli�er. The output

ampli�er produes a measurable signal that is proportional to the quantity of

the harge in eah harge paket (Kristian & Blouke, 1982; Janesik & Blouke,

1987).

After the serial register is emptied of harge, a seond row of harge pakets

is shifted into that register from the parallel register for transport to the output

ampli�er. As harge is shifted out of the parallel register, empty rows are left

at the bottom of that register until it is ompletely emptied of harge. A new

exposure an be made and the proess an be repeated.

All CCDs depend on the e�ient transport of harge from the photo-site to

the on-hip output ampli�er. Beause the harge from wells loated far from

the output ampli�er must undergo many hundreds of transfers, the Charge

Transfer E�ieny (CTE) is of onern. A sienti� grade CCD exhibits CTE

of 0.99999, where 1.0 is perfet. CTE is of speial onern at low harge levels

where a small loss of harge an ause signi�ant degradation of the image

(Aikens, 1991).

3 Quantum e�ieny of a harge-oupled devies and

omparison with other detetors

Quantum e�ieny (QE) is the term used to report on the ability of a detetor

to turn inoming photons into useful output. Generally it is de�ned as a ratio

of inoming photons to those atually deteted or stored in the devie (Howell,

2000). Quantum e�ieny is de�ned by the following relation:

QE =
average number of detected photons/pixel/second

average number of indicated photons/pixel/second
(1)

In ase of the CCD, the quantum e�ieny ranges from 40% to 80%. This

is one of the greatest advantages of CCD ompared with earlier detetors.

Photographi emulsions had an intrinsi quantum e�ieny of about 2% to

4%. Early solid state devies and PMTs ould reah quantum e�ienies as

high as 20-40% (Buil, 1991; Howell, 2000; Mlean, 1997; Walker, 1987). The

omposition of a CCD is essentially pure silion. This element is ultimately

responsible for the response of the detetor to various wavelengths of light.

For light outside the range of about 3,500 to over 8,000 A, the photons (1)

pass right through the silion (2) get absorbed within the thin surfae layers or

gate strutures, or (3) simply re�et o� the CCD surfae. At short wavelengths,
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70 % or more of the photons are re�eted, and for very short wavelength the

CCD beomes ompletely transparent. Thus the quantum e�ieny of a typial

CCD devie will approximately mirror the photon absorption urve for silion.

Measurement of the quantum e�ieny of a CCD is usually performed with

the aid of ompliated laboratory equipment inluding well-alibrated photo

diodes. Light at eah wavelength is used to illuminate both the CCD and the

photo diode, and the relative di�erene in the two readings is reorded. The

�nal result of suh an experiment is an absolute QE urve for the CCD (with

respet to the alibrated diode) over the range of all measured wavelengths

(Howell 2000). Mathematially, one an express (QE) n as a funtion of wave-

length as below:

n = T

[

1− exp−(αD)

1 + αL0

]

(2)

where α = Silion absorption oe�ient, D = Depth of depletion layer, Lo =

Eletron di�usion length, T = Eletrode transmission at the wavelength.

Two onsiderations are:

1) Sensitivity in the blue region is limited by the weak penetration of the pho-

tons whih annot interat in a zone of harge olletion. The poly-silion gate

struture and the insulation layer SiO2 also attenuate radiation at wavelengths

shorter than 450nm.

2) In the red, silions physial properties are suh that it is not possible to

diretly detet a photon of wavelength larger than 1.1m (Srinivasan, 1995). To

improve the sensitivity of the CCD in blue region, thinning of silion with bak-

side illumination (where the poly-silion gate struture is absent) is adapted

(Shafer, Varian & Larsen, 1991; Winzenread et al., 1989; Sims et al., 1989).

Aid thinning is ommonly used. To obtain better sensitivity in the red region

the thikness of the silion layer is inreased, thereby improving the probability

of interation. Some anti-re�etion oatings suh as TiO2 and Al2O3 help in

improving QE up to 90 % in the wavelength regions around 6000 A (Lesser,

1987). Noise an blur the information and for this reason, quantum e�ieny is

not neessarily a good riterion of quality of a sensor. It an often be replaed

by equivalent quantum e�ieny or detetive quantum e�ieny (DQE).

4 Signal to noise ratio

The signal-to-noise ratio of a perfet sensor is linked only to the statistial

�utuation of the number of photons reeived per unit time. S/N ratio tells

the relative size of the desired signal to the underlying noise or bakground

light. The noise is de�ned as the standard deviation of a single measurement

from the mean of all of the measurements made in a star (Henden & Kaithuk,

1990). The expression of the square of the signal-to-noise ratio is written as

(

signal

Noise

)2

ph

=
N2

σ2
(3)

Where N is the number of photons reeived during the measurement and σ2

is the variane of the measured signal. It an be shown that the number of
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photons per unit time follows a Poisson Law when N is large, also the variane

is equal to the average number of inident photons. For large N, the number

of inident photons during the measurement an, in a �rst approximation, be

onsidered equal to the average number (N) of many measurements.

The S/N ratio of the perfet detetor is

(

signal

Noise

)2

ph

= N (4)

The perfet detetor is usually limited by photon noise. The DQE (a real

riterion of a detetors quality i.e., a�eted by its own noises) is de�ned by the

relation

DQE =

(

S

N

)2

measured

/

(

S

N

)2

ph

(5)

Where DQE is detetive quantum e�ieny.

From equation (4), we have

(

S

N

)

measured

=
√

DQE.N (6)

In other words, everything happens as though the detetor has been only

DQE×N photons. The DQE is always ≤ QE. The DQE an also be written

as the ratio of the variane of the photon noise on the variane of the signal

oming out of the detetor:

DQE =
σ2

ph

σ2

measured

=
σ2

ph

σ2

phσ
2
intrinsic

(7)

This indiates that the real noise of the detetor is equal to the quadrati sum

of the photon noise and the intrinsi noise (Buil, 1991).

5 Unwanted signals in CCD

Carriers are reated in silion not only by light but also by thermal e�ets. This

gives rise to dark urrent, the signal generated in the absene of any input light

soure (Makay, 1986). For silion in a CCD, this means that when the ther-

mal agitation is high enough, eletrons will be freed from the valene band

and beome olleted within the potential well of a pixel. When the devie is

readout, these dark urrent eletrons beome part of the signal, indistinguish-

able from astronomial photons. Thermal generation of eletron in silion is a

strong funtion of the temperature of the CCD, whih is why astronomial use

generally demands some form of ooling (Mlean, 1997).

Dark urrent for a CCD is usually spei�ed as the number of thermal ele-

trons generated per seond per pixel or as the atual urrent generated per area

of the devie (i.e., pi-amps cm−2). At room temperature, the dark urrent of

a typial CCD is near 2.5×104 eletrons/pixel/seond (Howell 2000). The dark
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urrent I follows the following well-known diodes law:

I = A exp

(

−B

KT

)

(8)

Where A and B are onstants, K is Boltzmann's onstant, and T is the devie

temperature. Cooling the CCD, dramatially redues dark urrent (Makay

1986). Another important soure of unwanted signals in CCDs is provided

by osmi-ray events. High-energy partiles generate muons, whih deposit 80

eletrons µm−1
in silion. With a olletion depth of 10-20µm, a osmi-ray

event is seen on a CCD image as having a signal perhaps a few thousand

eletron, usually onentrated in a small number of pixels (Leah & Gursky

1980). Thinned bakside illumination CCDs and those CCDs with epitaxial

(i.e., thin) olletion layers are therefore muh less prone to osmi rays than

the thiker front side illuminated arrays (Mlean, 1997; Goad 1980).

A �nal soure of unwanted signals in all CCDs (Janesik et al. 1985) is

devie luminesene, whih an be aused by partial shorts between eletrodes

in the parallel or serial registers and an at like a light-emitting diode (LED)

(Makay 1986, Mlean 1997). Therefore, it is neessary to operate CCDs prop-

erly for use with long integration times.

6 Photometry with CCDS

The mainstay of astronomy is photometry. Tehnially this means measuring

the light output of an objet suh as a star or galaxy. In the past, photographi

and photoeletri photometry were used. The former is essentially obsolete,

and the latter is not so aurate. The great advantage of CCD detetors is

their quantum e�ieny (Howell, 2000), whih enables us to use not only big

telesopes in major observatories, but also small amateur ones (with diameter

up to 1m) for unique data olleting. This opens up many new opportunities in

the astronomial researh e.g. a long term monitoring of variable stars, searh

for new variable stars, searh for novae and supernovae eruptions in other

galaxies, searh for Near Earth Asteroids and their photometry (Parmuha &

Vanko 2005; Pribulla et al. 2003).

The image obtained by a CCD amera ontains a number of instrumental

e�ets, whih must be orreted before reasonable results an be obtained. The

image whih is not yet orreted, will be alled a raw image. The raw image

ontains not only information about the objet of interest, but also a ontri-

bution from the eletrons introdued by read-noise and thermally generated

eletrons. Strutural e�ets suh as bad pixels, hot pixels (LEDs), an e�et a

CCD image (Martinez & Koltz, 1998; Howell 2000). Not only do these �aws

spoil the beauty of the two-dimensional data, they an ause problems during

alibration and analysis. The proess of CCD image redution is based on the

use of following alibration images: the bias (or o�-set) frame, dark frame, �at

�eld frame, osmi ray removal, orretions for linearity and fringes et.

1. Bias frame: The aim of a bais or zero frame is to allow the user to deter-

mine the underlying noise level within eah data frame (Howell, 2000). A 'bias

frame�, that is, an image of zero duration with the shutter of the CCD amera
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losed, an be taken, stored, and then subtrated from every exposed frame.

The preferred pratie is to use the average of several bias frames (East, 1991).

2. Dark frame: The frame is exposed with the losed shutter, always with

the same exposure time as the raw image. The dark frame measures the ther-

mal (also alled the dark urrent) on the CCD hip during the exposure. The

dark frame an also give information about bad or hot pixels on CCD hip as

well as an estimate of the osmi ray strikes at the observing site (Kithen,

1995).

3. Flat �eld: The frame is used for a orretion of the pixel-to-pixel response

variations. This pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variations also hange with the wave-

length of the inident light. Flat �led frames ould be obtained by illumination

of the CCD by onstant and uniform light (e.g. expose of the twilight sky, dome

or projetor lamp) to provide high S/N image (Parimuha & Vanko 2005).

4. Cosmi rays: Cosmi rays badly e�et CCD image of an objet during

long exposures. Eah osmi ray provides a bright spike in the image whih

may be mistaken for a feautre (Kithen, 1995). These osmi rays an be re-

moved from the frame by using daophot pakage of IRAF (Image redution

analyis Faility) Software.

7 Conlusion

CCDs are onvenient, sine the resulting data are in omputer readable form,

where they may be readily redued whenever the user desires. Also the results

are displayed as an image so even extremely faint variables not seen through

an eyepiee may be positively identi�ed (East 1991).

CCDs have high quantum e�ieny 80% to 90% and the linearity between

the inident light and the measured output. CCDs have low detetor noise

originating in the readout proess by the eletronis and the high geometrial

stability, sine the pixels are struturally �xed on the hip (Kristian & Blouke

1982). CCD photometry is performed in a small region of the sky, where atmo-

spheri onditions are the same for all objets in the image and no orretions

for atmospheri extintion have to be performed (Parimuha & Vanko, 2005).

The great advantage of CCD photometry is that more than one or two om-

parison stars an be used at one.

Using CCDs sky bakground an be estimated diretly near the measured

stars and ontribution from other soures ould be eliminated. Photometers are

unable to do rowded �eld photometry, as unwanted star may drift in and out

of the aperture. Also the omparison stars must be hosen ahead of time and

annot be easily hanged during the night. With CCDs this is not a problem,

as the entire �eld of view is saved. This allows data redution using varying

aperture that an be ompared to ensure that only the �ux from the target star

is observed, also the omparison star an be hosen at the time of redution

and their number may be seleted by the observer (Je�ery, 2001).

CCDs are also extremely stable and o�er a wide spetral response. Small

size, and low power onsumption are also advantages. Several brands of as-
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tronomial CCD imaging devies have beome available to the amateur appli-

ations, not just photometry. All are good for imaging and some even at as

star-trakers to guide telesopes during photography (East, 1991).

Unfortunately, CCDs have inherent limitations and de�ienies. For ex-

ample, ommerially available CCD systems annot be used for high-speed

photometry sine it takes onsiderable time to transfer an image from the

hip. CCDs must be ooled to minimize dark urrent (thermal noise), bad

pixels (very small in number) must be mapped and avoided, and data an be

ontaminated by spill-over from a bright objet (harge bleed) (Mlean, 1989;

Buil 1991). CCDs are also sensitive to osmi rays, and have their own internal

luminesene, partiularly near the readout ampli�er (Makay, 1986; Mlean

1997). Charge Coupled devies have beome indispensable in soiety and si-

ene. They are found e.g in digital ameras, sanners, medial imaging devies

(like in mirosopes, endosopes et.) for the study of tissues and ells, satellite

surveillane and in astronomy (e.g photometry) and astrophysis. The largest

CCD built ever for sienti� purposes is PAN-STARRS, the Panorami Survey

Telesope and Rapid Response System, in Hawaii that ontains several am-

eras onsisting of mosais of CCD hips with total of over 5 giga-pixels. It is

beause of these remarkable and extra-ordinary appliation of CCDs that won

Nobel prize for W.S. Boyle and G.E. Smith in year 2009 (Kungl. Vetenskaps

Aademien, 2009).
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